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ON USE OF THE WIGNER FUNCTION IN SEMICLASSICAL
MODEL OF INELASTIC COLLISIONS

V. P. Aleshin, B. I- Sidorenko

We develop a simple model which can be used to describe inelastic collisions
of a two-particle system in the field of a heavy target. The initial state of the
system is described quantum mechanically, whereas the scattering probability
amplitude is treated quasiclassically. With this assumption we show that
transition probabilities to excited states can be expressed in terms of single
particle classical trajectories weighted with the Wigner function of the initial
state. To illustrate the model we consider the excitation of an oscillator under
the action of the external time-dependent force.

Consider a one-dimensional two-particle system with the intrinsic co-
ordinate x and momentum k. Let initially at t — tg the system is in its
stationary state \i) = <fi(x) normalized to unity. Because of the action of
an external time-dependent force the system can be found at time t > to
in its excited or even dissociative eigenstate \f) = (p£(x) labelled by sys-
tem's energy s at time t. These final states are normalized to 1/ (hu)
where UJ is the frequency at energy e.

The transition amplitude can be expressed as integral over x of the
(fi{x) by the propagator (s j x). To simplify the expression for the transi-
tion amplitude we assume that the propagator (e \ x) , responsible for the
dynamics, can be treated quasi classically [1]. The wave function (fi(x)
is still treated quantum mechanically.

The transition probability obtained with these assumptions can be
presented as

t0) = /dXdkS [e - et(X, k)] Wi(X, h), (1)

where 6t(X, k) is the instantaneous energy as a function of coordinate X
and momentum k at t = to,

t k) ̂ ^LjdxtfiX - |M-(X + | ) exp (-ikx/h) (2)

is the Wigner function for the initial state [2].
According to Eq. (1) the probability to reach a given final state in an

external time-dependent field is a weighted sum of all trajectories which
end up with the energy of that state the weighting function being the
Wigner distribution corresponding to the initial quantum state.
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In eq. (1) the final states are treated classically. The quantum treat-
ment of both initial and final states combined with the Miller's approach
to the propagator will result in the formula

Pfi(t,t0) = 27rhfdXdkWf[xt(Xik)1kt(X,k)]Wi(X1k)i (3)

where xt(X,k) and kt(X,k) are the current values of the intrinsic coor-
dinate and momentum as functions of their initial values.

To illustrate some peculiarities of the Wigner function approach to
nonelastic processes, let us consider a harmonic oscillator with mass m
and frequency u driven by an external time-dependent force

/(t) = /oexp(-n|t | ) .

Assuming that initially the oscillator is in its ground state whose Wigner
function is given by

WdX,k) = -V
•KTI

( k
- \mTiu

1
muj XT

h
(4)

we are looking for the total probability Pex{i) to find the system at time
t in any excited state.

The quantum expression for this quantity is given by [3]

with
2ut

1 +
/2} t < 0,

- coscvt) + e~2ut/2, t > 0,

where we put fi = u and introduced the notation z/(oo) = /o/(2Q3m?i,).
In Fig.l we compare the quantum results for Pex(t) with semiclassical

calculations. We took for m the reduced mass of the intrinsic motion
within the deuteron m — mo/2, where TTIQ is the nucleon mass. The value
of u was taken to be 2 x 1022 s~1which is the frequency of classical motion
for Hulthen potential. In Fig 1, we fixed /o by the condition z/(oo) = 1.

The curve marked by eW in Fig. 1 was found from the formula

Pex(t) = JdXdkO [et{X, k) - fiuj) Wi(X, k) (5)

obtained by integration of (1) over e from fiuj to infinity. One can notice
in Fig.l that this excitation probability differs from zero even before the
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Figure 1: Total excitation probability of a driven harmonic oscillator vs time.

external force is switched on. This is just because some of the initial
phase space configurations X, k have the classical energy larger than hui.

The curve marked by WW was calculated from Pex(t) — 1 — Poo(O w ^h
equations (3), (4) for the ground-to-ground state transition probability.
One observes that it follows very closely the quantum result.

The curve marked by SQ was obtained by using (5) but with 'semi-
quantal' Wigner function

X)] + S[k (6)

where ki(ei,X) = -J2m(ei — U(X)) is the local intrinsic momentum in
the initial state. This formula is applicable only in classically allowed
region of X. It leads to a good overall agreement with quantum results,
especially when the excitation probability is large.
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